
Warm Springs Agency Boarding School, 1890
By Unknown

This  photograph of the students and staff of the Warm Springs Agency Boarding School was taken
in February 1890

The 1855 Treaty with the Tribes of Middle Oregon stipulated that the U.S. government provide the
Warm Springs Reservation with a school house, teacher, and books.  Through the 1860s,
educational instruction on the reservation remained modest due, in part, to the limited funds
available from the Indian Service for education. Additional contributing factors included the Native
resistance to having their children receive non-Native instruction, the need for most families to
seasonally leave the reservation to fish and gather food stores, continued reservation raids from
Northern Paiute groups, and the recurrence of disease such as measles, dysentery, and influenza,
which struck the women and children quite hard.  In addition, children from the northern part of the
reservation were rarely able to attend the small, one-room school located at Warms Springs, site of
the Indian Agency.

During the latter decades of the nineteenth century, Warms Springs Agency officials slowly
expanded educational instruction on the reservation, establishing a day and boarding school at the
agency site, as well as a boarding school at Simnasho in the northern part of the reservation.  The
Warm Springs schools followed the standard curriculum promoted in reservation and
off-reservation Indian school throughout the United States.  This curriculum promoted an
assimilationist program aimed at replacing the children’s indigenous culture practices, language,
and religious traditions with those of the dominant American society.  Given the traumatic nature of
such a process the pupils and their parents responded in varying ways to the educational system
on the Warm Springs Reservation.

Some students openly resisted assimilation and the strict discipline common in nineteenth-century
schools by running away.  Others practiced modesty because the best students were often
removed from their families and taken to off-reservation boarding schools such as the Chemawa
Indian School in Salem.  A number of parents remained skeptical, even critical, of the agency
schools, and resisted pressures by the various Indian agents to force their children to attend school
on a regular basis.  Others wished to have their children educated in both their traditional culture
and the dominant white culture.  These parents believed that a bi-cultural educational experience
could benefit their children as individuals and also create a new generation of future leaders who
would one day ably defend the rights and interests of the Warm Springs tribes. 

Further Reading: Clemmer, Janice White. “The Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs, Oregon:
Nineteenth Century Indian Education.” Ph.D diss. University of Utah, 1980.
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